
Warm, Eclectic & Textural 

The Look: Throughout the space there is a nod to the traditional and an eye towards the eclectic and contemporary. The space 

draws inspiration from across the globe to add visual interest in the form of accessories, art and lighting to a foundation layer of 

classic, comfortable upholstery pieces. These larger pieces, such as the rug and sofa, will be investment pieces and adapt well 

to future residences for years to come. Pieces such as the dining room chairs will introduce a more contemporary aesthetic to sit 

alongside the traditional pieces. 

Accents such as a throw blanket, gallery wall and lighting pieces will add diversity. Moreover, the coffee table could be an 

excellent place to introduce a more contemporary or eclectic piece of furniture. The overall effect is an interior that mixes vintage 

with contemporary and classic detailing with eclectic pops creating a warm, diverse and appealing space.  The color palette 

continues this theme by marring a series of neutral tones  for example, slate grays and warm woods, for the larger traditional 

pieces with the pops of jewel tones in the smaller pieces.  The goal is for an interior that seems fresh and inviting. 

Clockwise from top left: 1) This gallery wall is well done because it incorporates both 2-D and 3-D pieces (photo from your board) would look great over console.  
2)This image demonstrates well how we can opt for large neutral pieces and have the color come through on accents; also like the metallic touches. 3)Great mix of 
traditional sofa with some more modern pieces. 4)More classical than I believe you have in mind but there is a warmth and textural quality that I find appealing for 
your home. 5) Perfect mix of contemporary, classical and global pieces. 6)Clearly we won’t be going for this much red, but  time periods mixed well here. 



Interior Design Areas & Scope 
This project encompasses the design and decoration of the living and dining area as wall as entrance of the residence 

at 425 5th Avenue, Apt 40D. The furniture to be sources is listed below.  

Mirror -- part of the entry area which leads into the dining area. Should help increase light and open up space.   

Sofa -- Traditional piece that mixes well with more eclectic accents. Neutral tone so that it adapts. 

Side Table -- Potentially another of the existing side table to create a pair flanking the sofa. 

Coffee Table -- Several options exists for the coffee table. We could go from something more contemporary to tie 
in the dining chairs and existing accent chairs. A slight eclectic piece could also increase visual interest against 
some of the more traditional (rug, sofa) investment pieces in the sitting area. 

Reading Chair -- A compact, comfortable chair that works with the overall scheme 

Rug -- Traditional or Transitional Rug that will work for years to come. Investment piece. Could serve as a bridge 
connection some of the more modern pieces to the traditional ones. 

TV Stand/ Mount -- A solution of the placement of existing TV currently located in a corner. Solution should be 
cost effective as may not be necessary in future apartment. 

Wall Art -- Several large existing pieces. Over the credenza an eclectic collection of images would work well to 
introduce more color and tie together various time periods. 

Lamps -  A pair of lights on the side tables flanking the sofa; something with a geometric appeal would compli-
ment the space well. Additionally, a tall lamp for the credenza may be needed. Eclectic or contemporary against 
the existing traditional credenza would help create a cohesive and interesting space. 

Dining Chairs -- Currently considering the Gubi Beetle chair. Upholstery options need to be addressed. 

Dining Table -- Investigate if there is a way to address the existing table to work with the Beetle Chairs (paint?) if 
not provide alternate options to replace the dining table. Will also look at dining chairs that work with existing table. 

Light Fixture -- Cost effective solution to replace current fixture which does not work with desired direction. 

Interior Design Services & Process  

Step 1 -- Gather additional information about existing or considered pieces and take measurements of space.  
Create rough budget for each piece to target searching.  

Step 2 -- Develop overall color/ pattern/ texture palette. The mix of finishes and styles will create an interesting, 
layered space but we need to ensure that the palette is well considered so it looks cohesive instead of disjointed. 
The overall plan we develop will be tweaked during the process but this gives us an overarching look & feel. 

Step 3 -- Seating area selection and ordering. By focusing in on the design in the seating area (sofa, coffee table, 
rug, reading chair, lamps) we can develop one scheme fully first and then move to other areas of the apartment. 

Step 4 -- Dining area and credenza area. The aesthetic developed in the seating area will now be applied to the 
dining area, entry mirror and artwork above credenza. 

Step 5 -- Install, Styling & Accessories. Once furniture starts arriving we will begin placing in the space. When the 
majority of pieces are in for a section, we will add finishing touches/ accessories and style the interior.  

Interior Design Fees & Hours 

For this project, we estimate somewhere between 34 - 38 hours of interior design consultancy. Hours are billed at $125/ hour; 

this covers your designers hourly rate in addition to our ordering service and customer support.   Total fees for interior design 

consultancy for this project will range from $4,250 - $4,750. The range is due to a variety of unknowns during the process. Many 

of these hinge on client feedback and others are outside the designer’s control. 

Depending on feedback and any changes in the scope of work, project may exceed the estimated hours. The client will be given 

ample warning before any changes. The estimate represents projected hours to the best of our ability given previous experience 

and current information.  It is understood that we will not exceed the amount 38 hours for consultancy work without first obtaining 

the client's written consent in advance.

We pass on the entirety of our trade discounts onto clients. Different manufacturers offer various discounts making it impossible to 

predict the exact savings before furniture is selected.  Typically, the discount ranges from 5% - 25% off the retail price; at times 

reaching as much as 40% for textiles and accessories. While no guarantees can be made, if you estimate approximately 

$30,000 will be spent on furniture pieces, a rug, decorative accessories and a light pendant, savings should be between 

$4,000 - $5,500 with our trade discounts which can help offset or completely cover our fees.

Our role as an interior design consultancy service it to advice and oversee the furniture, finishes and various design aspects 

involved in your interior to the best of our ability. We coordinate with vendors, contractors, architects, landscape designers, 

trades and other parties involved in the transformation of your space. We cannot be responsible for any structural changes to a 

building nor those requiring permitting  by the city of New York as we are not registered architects or structural engineers and thus 

not certified to do so. Instead, architect, contractors, subcontractors and/or engineers will be responsible for duties which fall 

within their respective realms.  

Terms & Conditions 

Proposals and Approvals: As goods are finalized for use in the project, estimates/quotes/invoices will be sent direct to you 
(client). We specify order details to each vendor. Following approval, the client will sign purchase orders and provide the 
required deposit. The prices quoted on orders will indicate the most accurate pricing available. Minor variations in final vendor 
pricing, shipping costs, and sales tax may occur on occasion and will be indicated upon final product invoicing.

Purchases: You will pay vendors directly for any and all items specified by us. We will extend our designer net costs & our 
designer discounts to you. Returns are subject to the vendors policy. With respect to all approved items we shall coordinate the 
delivery, installation and final placement as specified.

Compensation: The Total Design Fee for this project with your discount, shall range from $4,250  - $4,750 for interior design 
service. To commence work on this project, it is requested that 15 ($1,875) hours are purchased along with this signed contract.  

The purchase of ten hours time will then be requested for the second segment and the balance of remaining hours for the third 
and final payment. 

Please bear in mind that we endeavor to keep the furniture deliveries on schedule, but cannot answer for vendors who do not 
make the promised delivery dates. We shall have the right to withhold delivery of any items of merchandise or performance of 
any service until the client makes the required payments. No design services are required to be performed when payments are 
outstanding from the client.

We make no warranties for the goods or services we propose,design or provide, over and above the manufacturer or supplier’s 
warranties. In particular, we cannot guarantee any fabric, material, or article against fading,wearing, or latent defects, over 
and above the manufacturer’s warranty. We will not be responsible for any items that are damaged, lost, stolen etc. during 
shipping, receiving, moving, or installation. We will help remedy the situation as best possible but cannot be responsible for 
damages resulting from other vendors.

Alternative Dispute Resolution: The parties agree that if either party claims the other is In violation of this contract, the claim 
will be referred for mediation. Only if mediation does not result in a resolution may either party pursue a claim through litigation.

Photography: The client permits Piper Skillman to photograph (or have photographed) the project and premises upon comple-
tion and grants Piper Skillman permission to use photographs for business purposes, including portfolios, marketing and maga-
zine and trade publications. Under no circumstances will the client’s name or address be revealed unless the client grants written 
permission.

If the above meets with your approval, your signature below will indicate your acceptance of the basic terms of our agreement. 
The purchase of 15 hours is due with a signed contract. 

        

        Sincerely, 
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Accepted and Approved: 

Yeida Reyes          Date

Piper Skillman            Date


